WATER ASPIRATORS: CHEAP PUMPS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND HIGH OPERATING COSTS

Introduction
Water Aspirators are a common way of creating a low strength vacuum for many standard laboratory applications. Their simple design employs water running through a narrowing tube to create a reduced pressure via the Venturi effect. The pump’s performance is dependent upon the temperature and pressure of the water, two variables that often change based on the number of users and the ambient temperature, resulting in an unreliable vacuum source. In addition, when being used in chemistry and biology labs, aspirators allow potentially hazardous solvents to mix into the water stream and flow down the drain. Since a stream of continuously running water is required to operate the pump, a significant amount of water is wasted. The cost of water coupled with the environmental impact of wasted water and solvent pollution need to be considered.

Waste and Cost
With growing pressures due to drought conditions and water shortages throughout the United States, restrictions on water usage are tightening and the cost of water is steadily increasing, with a 33% rise in recent years. An average aspirator pump uses at least 50,000 gallons per year (see “Thirsty Aspirator” sidebar, page 2). Besides the sheer waste this represents, in the U.S. this amount of water costs nearly $200 to $1,500. Growing restrictions and increasing water prices ensure that the cost of operating a water aspirator will grow even more expensive and will likely gain greater regulatory scrutiny in the future.

Environment
Handling potentially hazardous solvents is a normal part of common laboratory practices in chemistry and biology labs. Special care must be taken to prevent solvents and solvent vapors from being released into the environment. By design, water aspirators are susceptible to exposing solvents to the water stream and subsequent discharge into the drain. This may cause violations of existing environmental protection laws leading to fines and legal ramifications. While many have turned a blind eye to these types of releases in the past, the cumulative effects are witnessed by waste water treatment facilities and environmental testing agencies.

Performance
Due to the limitation of their end vacuum and flow performance, water aspirators are utilized for low strength vacuum applications. The pump’s end vacuum and flowrate are dependent on the water temperature and pressure. Variations in the number of open faucets, the ambient temperature/season, and a host of other issues affecting the water supply can negatively impact the pump’s performance and consequently the quality and speed of the work being produced.

The Solution
While the upfront purchase price and ease of use of water aspirators may make them appear to be an attractive option for low strength vacuum applications, the hidden costs of ownership are significant and growing. As the price of water increases and the restrictions on water usage and environmental protections tighten, water aspirators become more of a
liability than an asset. Simple and cheap has become limited and expensive to operate.

Other pump technologies are better suited to provide consistent vacuum performance at an economical price and in line with growing environmental initiatives. Alternatives like oil-free diaphragm pumps offer deeper end vacuum capabilities and higher flowrates, minimal operating cost, and economical purchase price. In fact, operating cost savings realized by replacing a single water aspirator will quickly offset the up-front and pennies/month power costs of switching to an oil-free diaphragm filtration pump, leading to a quick payback period – often less than one year.
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